Comments...

TWO-EVENING SPEED READING COURSE

“Now I can go home and read all the books required in school!”

D.G. / Student

TWO-EVENING A+ STUDY SYSTEM COURSE

“I can manage my study time better and more efficiently! The memory techniques reduce my study time.”

M.C. / Graduate School Student

ALSO OFFERED AT HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY:

TEST PREP PROGRAM

GMAT, GRE, LSAT, MCAT, PSAT and LAST/PRAXIS Review

HOFSTRA TEST PREPARATION specializes in comprehensive test review courses in short, low-cost, and effective formats perfect for those with busy schedules.

Individual tutoring (by individual arrangement, $75 per hour) by Hofstra Test Preparation instructors, is available for most graduate admission exams. For more information, please call (516) 463-7600.

Hofstra courses use Cambridge TestPrep Plus™ textbooks with practice exams and explained answers, basic math and grammar reviews, and actual exams for diagnostic and practice purposes. Instructors are Hofstra-qualified affiliated instructors.

For current schedule, call Hofstra University at (516) 463-7600.

www.hofstra.edu/ucce

Guaranteed Results!

TWO-EVENING SPEED READING COURSE

TWO-EVENING A+ STUDY SYSTEM COURSE
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TWO-EVENING
SPEED READING COURSE

Success today depends upon being able to absorb information quickly, whether you are college-bound, already in college, or in the business and professional world.

If you are like most people, though, you have too much to read and too little time to complete your reading. It is no wonder so many people become tired and frustrated trying to keep up with reading for work, school or personal and career advancement.

Become a Speed Reader

In just two evenings, you learn a valuable new skill—speed reading. Join the many students, professionals, executives and people from all walks of life who have already benefited from this course. In fact, over 97% of the course graduates have successfully doubled their reading speed while maintaining and improving their recall of key points, facts and details in whatever they read.

We ensure your success with our guarantee—you must at least double your reading speed, or additional speed reading training is provided to you at no extra cost!

Course Information

SPEED READING COURSE (LU-32201): Tuesday, May 25 and Thursday, May 27, 2004, from 6:45 to 9:45 p.m. (6 HRS. TOTAL).

SPEED READING COURSE FEE: $135 (includes all course materials). Take both courses together for only $243, a 10% discount.

TWO-EVENING
A+ STUDY SYSTEM COURSE

The A+ Study System is an educational breakthrough whether you are in high school, college, or in a graduate or professional school.

Apply a powerful new system of understanding, analyzing and remembering to the facts, details, concepts and ideas you are required to learn from your class notes, textbook chapters and assigned readings.

Think of being able to master the avalanche of information you must learn and remember each day! Achieve higher grades and new success in your classes. Increase your ability to concentrate on your books and class notes.

Unlock Your Potential

In just two evenings, you learn how to study effectively, sharpen your memory and strengthen your learning skills. In addition, you eliminate boredom as you study using our “focused learning” method.

We ensure your success with our guarantee—you must improve your grades as a result of our training (even if you are already achieving high grades), or additional training is provided to you at no extra cost!

Bring a textbook so that you can apply the A+ Study System immediately to your own materials!

Course Information

A+ STUDY SYSTEM COURSE (LU-32211): Tuesday, June 1 and Thursday, June 3, 2004, from 6:45 to 9:45 p.m. (6 HRS. TOTAL).

A+ STUDY SYSTEM COURSE FEE: $135 (includes all course materials). Take both courses together for only $243, a 10% discount.

COURSE PRESENTER for Speed Reading and the A+ Study System: Dr. Richard Feldman holds a Ph.D. in educational psychology from Columbia University. He is the author of “Speed Reading” and the innovator of the A+ Study System. He has trained thousands of people at major universities and corporations.